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What is new in Advance Design 2013

Welcome to Advance Design 2013 part of the Graitec BIM solution
Advance Design 2013 is fully part of the Graitec Advance suite, consisting of Advance Concrete, Advance
Design and Advance Steel.
GRAITEC Advance is a Building Information Modeling (BIM) system that automates the entire structural design
and construction documentation process from engineering design and structural analysis to member
optimization, detailing and fabrication.

Advance Design 2013 has important improvements in several areas:









New tools to mesh complex geometries in the descriptive model.
Internationalization: Advance Design 2013 has new international steel and concrete design codes for USA
(improvements) and Canada.
New seismic codes for Algeria (RPA2003) and Morocco (RPS2011).
Capacity design checks.
Several new features in the 3D climatic generator according to EN1991.
New concrete design capabilities: punching verification, real reinforcements sketch, better definition of
rebar on slabs.
EC3 steel design improvements: UK appendix, new verifications for hollow section in Class 4,
miscellaneous improvements.

Advance Design 2013 is the invaluable tool for all your projects.
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3D Climatic generator – Eurocode 1
Advance Design 2013 has several improvements in the 3D climatic generator according to EN1991-1-4:
 Automatic calculation of the CsCd coefficient.
 Possibility to define the wind parameters per direction.
 New parameters for the UK appendix.
 Improvements for isolated roofs.

Detailed calculation of the CsCd coefficient
The CsCd coefficient introduced in Section 6 from EN1991-1-4 affects external wind forces (given by
Cpe coefficients):

Fw,e = C s Cd ⋅

∑w

e

⋅ Aref

(5.5)

surfaces

As this coefficient is smaller than 1, it can slightly reduce external wind forces.
Previously, Advance Design would often assume CsCd = 1, based on the conditions from 6.2 (1): building height
less than 15m, natural frequency greater than 5Hz, so it would simply not affect the results.
Now, by setting the corresponding field on “Auto”, users can perform a detailed CsCd calculation as described in
§6.3 from EN1991-1-4.

Æ

Users can also manually enter a CsCd value by choosing “Imposed”.

Æ

Eventually, choosing “No”, Advance Design will consider CsCd = 1.
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The detailed CsCd calculation requires additional parameters such as:




δ (total logarithmic decrement of damping)
n1 ( fundamental frequency of along wind vibration of the structure)

In order to avoid too optimistic values, users can enter a minimum CsCd in the corresponding field:

On the portal frame below, the detailed CsCd calculation will lead to:




CsCd = 0.85 for X direction => 15% reduction of external wind forces.
CsCd = 0.88 for Y direction => 12% reduction of external wind forces.

Wind forces
7
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Wind parameters defined per direction
In Advance Design 2013, each wind direction can be defined with specific parameters.
This enables users to design a building having one side exposed to the sea and the other sides surrounded by a
different terrain category (with smaller wind forces).
Example:

Terrain categories 0 and IV
(Sea and Town terrain)
In order to design such a building:
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Simply set the “Wind definition” to “Per direction”.
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Set the Terrain category parameter on “Urban area” for X+, X- and Y- directions:



Then, to define the +Y side as exposed to the sea, switch the “Current wind direction” to the "Y+" direction
and specify the appropriate category:
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Launch the “Automatic generation”: the wind forces for the +Y direction will be bigger than in any other
direction.

What is new in Advance Design 2013
EN1991-1-4-UK Appendix
The 6 following graphs described in Figures NA.3 to NA.8 have been implemented in Advance Design 2013.
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Advance Design 2013 no longer expects users to manually enter the required wind parameters:








Roughness factor
Roughness correction factor
Turbulence intensity
Turbulence correction factor
Exposure factor
Exposure correction factor

Wind forces on canopy roof (§7.3 from EN1991-1-4)
Advance Design 2013 now enables users to generate wind forces on canopy roofs as defined in Article 7.3.
A canopy roof is defined as the roof of a structure that does not have permanent walls, such as Dutch barns,
petrol stations, etc.
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Æ

Windwalls on canopy roofs can be defined as monopitch canopies, or duopitch canopies.

These windwalls are affected by a blockage parameter (f) which is the ratio of the area of feasible, actual
obstructions under the canopy divided by the cross sectional area under the canopy:

Æ

f = 0 represents an empty canopy and f = 1 represents the canopy fully blocked with contents to the
down eaves only:

Empty, free-standing canopy (φ=0)

Canopy blocked to the downwind eaves by stored
goods (φ=1)

Airflow over canopy roofs
Æ

When checking structure stability and designing columns or main beams, wind effects are introduced as an
overall linear load, based on a Cf coefficient.
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Æ

But when it comes to roofing elements and fixings, wind forces are introduced as planar loads based on
Cp,net coefficients:

Æ

Therefore, in Advance Design 2013, a new parameter has been introduced for users to generate forces
based on Cf or Cp,net or both.

Wind force based on Cf
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Wind forces based on Cp,net

What is new in Advance Design 2013
Æ

Load cases names have been changed in order to provide information such as:





wind direction
pressure coefficients (Cp,net or Cf)
blockage value (f)

Wind
direction

Use of
Cp,net or Cf

Blockage
value
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Steel Design - Eurocode 3
Buckling on Class 4 circular hollow sections
In Advance Design 2012, Class 4 circular hollow sections were not designed at all.
In Advance Design 2013, users are now able to design Class 4 circular hollow sections in pure
compression.

The procedure we implemented will calculate the resistance axial force Nb,Rd based on EN1993-1-6:

χ b N Rk χ b Af yk
=
if section class is 1 or 2 or 3
γ M1
γ M1
χ b Aeff f yk
χ N
= b Rk =
if section class is 4
γ M1
γ M1

N b , Rd =
N b , Rd

New parameters have been introduced in the EC3 properties for users to specify the Quality class:
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After the calculation, the detailed EC3 shape sheet will provide work ratios for buckling verifications as well as
all the intermediate values defined in EN1993-1-6:
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Concrete Design - all codes
Beams and columns results display
In Version 2012, the beams and columns design results were available only from the property list of the
corresponding elements. In order to speed up the access to these results, we added two corresponding icons
on the “Reinforced concrete results” toolbar.
Æ
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As soon as the concrete design step is done, the user simply selects an object (either a beam or a column)
and clicks the corresponding icon:
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Reinforcement area definition
Since Version 2012 of Advance Design, the user has the option to define reinforcement area with specific
values for rebar’s or fabrics placing.
The “real” reinforcement will be used to calculate the cracked inertia of the plate or to make a detailed
verification of the crack openings:

Advance Design 2013 improves the way we define these reinforcement areas:
Æ

When defining the position of the zones, it is now possible to snap the displayed nodes.
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Æ

In the display assumptions dialog box (ALT+X), there is a new option to display the reinforcement areas
over the corresponding planar elements:

Æ

When defining the “global” reinforcement all over the slab, the user has to assign to the local axes of the
slab the main or the secondary direction of the fabric:
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Real reinforcement display
Æ

On the “Concrete design results” toolbar, new entries have been added to the results drop-down list:

Beam reinforcement sketch in reports
Since Version 2012, Advance Design is able to define automatically the real longitudinal and transverse
reinforcement bars on a beam. This reinforcement is used in all SLS verifications: cracked inertia calculation,
concrete and steel stresses check, cracks opening calculation.
Æ

Previously, this reinforcement definition on beams was available only from the property list of linear
elements and there were no way to automatically include this information in the final reports:
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Æ

In Advance Design 2013, a new option is in the concrete design assumptions dialog box:

If this option is enabled,
Advance Design will save the
reinforcement drawing of
each calculated beam as an
EMF file that can be inserted
in the final reports.

Æ

Æ
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When generating a report, the user can include the saved picture in the final report:

The corresponding EMF files are saved under the “documents” folder of the current project.

What is new in Advance Design 2013
Detailed reports with “detailed beam design”
In Advance Design 2012, it was not possible to generate a detailed report on a reinforced concrete beam
designed with the “Detailed calculation of provided steel for beams” option:

In version 2013, we have extended the detailed reports to this case:
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Punching verification – Eurocode 2
Advance Design 2013 is able to perform a punching verification in the following situations:
 Slab directly supported over columns.
 Punching verification under punctual loads.
 Punching verification over punctual supports.

Theory
The punching verification is done according to §6.4 from EN1992-1-1.
Notations
The notation is:






vEd :
vRd ,c

shear stress
: design value for punching resistance in a slab without reinforcement

vRd ,cs

: design value for punching resistance in a slab with reinforcement

vRd ,max

: maximum stress

Methodology
The method is as follows:
 We calculate a “checking perimeter” noted u1 at the distance equal to “2d” from the face of the support.




We calculate another perimeter, noted u0 , at the face of the support:
Then, we calculate the shear stress:
o At the distance “2d” =>

vEd ( x ) = β

VEd
u1.d

β

VEd
u0 .d

o At the support face => vEd ( x ) =



There is no need for punching reinforcement if the shear stress verifies the following condition:
vEd ( x) ≤ vRd , c ( x) .



If punching reinforcement is needed, we calculate a perimeter noted uout ,ef and outside this perimeter, there
is no need for punching reinforcement.
The checking perimeter must be calculated in order to minimize the length:

So, we get u1 ( 2d) = 2a + 2b + 4πd
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In the case of a column on the edge or at an angle, we calculate the perimeter u1 ( x) as shown by the
following picture:

Checking perimeter for loaded areas in the vicinity of an edge or corner



The useful height d is the average value between the two directions: d =

dx + d y
2

The β coefficient is a “load eccentricity" factor which takes into account the effect of the bending moment on
the distribution of the shear stresses around the checking perimeter ( β = 1 for a correctly centered load):

As a simplified approach, the EC2 allows to define this parameter depending on the position of the column:

Inner column
Edge column
Corner column

Recommended values for β
This position will be set by the user in the property list of the element.
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Punching resistance without reinforcement
The punching resistance of an element, without any punching reinforcement, is calculated with the
following formula:

⎧C k (100 ρ L f ck )1 / 3
vRd ,c = max ⎨ Rd ,c
⎩vmin
Where:

0.18



C Rd ,c =



k = min(2;1 +



vmin = 0.035k 1.5 f ck



ρ L = ρ Ly .ρ Lz =

γc
dx + d y
0.2
) and d =
(m)
2
d
0.5

AX
AY
≤ 0,02 = average reinforcement ratio, calculated over a distance
(a + 6d ) (b + 6d )

equal to the dimension of the column + 3d:

Considered section

Definition of Asl in Expression 6.2
Punching resistance with shear reinforcement




If the shear stress verifies the following condition: vEd ≤ vRd , c , there is no need for punching reinforcement.
Otherwise, we calculate the punching reinforcement with the following formula:

Asw (vEd , agissant − 0.75vRd , c ).u1
≥
sr
1.5 sin α . f ywd , ef
Where:
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α
Asw

punching reinforcement angle ( α = 90 ° for vertical reinforcement);

sr

radial spacing;

punching reinforcement section along one perimeter around the column;

⎧250 + 0,25d
f ywd , ef stress limit of punching reinforcements: f ywd , ef = min ⎨
(MPa, mm)
⎩ f ywd

What is new in Advance Design 2013
Then punching reinforcements are arranged around the column, on a plurality of perimeters which are
concentric, until a uout ,ef perimeter:

Perimeter uout

Perimeter uout,ef

Perimeters for inner columns
Where:



uout , ef = β .



k = 1.50

VEd
vRd , c .d

Checking at the support face
We have to check shear stress from the face of the support to avoid the compression failure of the
concrete strut:

vEd 0 < vRd ,max

(MPa)

With:








vEd 0 = β

VEd
u0 .d

f
1
v. f cd = 0.3(1 − ck ). f cd
2
250
u0 critical perimeter for a a × b column section (where " a " is the parallel dimension to the edge of the slab)
v Rd ,max =

u0 = a + 3d ≤ a + 2b for edge column
u0 = 3d ≤ a + b

for angle column

u0 = 2( a + b)

for inside column
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Property list of linear elements
The property lists of linear elements have been updated with the column position parameter used to define the β
coefficient:

Drop-down list with five choices:
 [Auto] => Advance Design will automatically detect
the position of the column and take into account the
corresponding value for β.
 [Edge (β= 1.4)]
 [Angle (β= 1.50)]
 [Inside (β= 1.15)]
 [Imposed] => the user has the option to set a
numerical value to make a manual detailed
calculation of this coefficient.

Property list of punctual loads
In order to be able to calculate the critical perimeter around a punctual load, the user has to define the impact
dimensions of the load:

The dimensions parameters depend of the
shape of the impact:
 Rectangular
 Square
 Circular
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Punching check assumptions
The calculation assumptions for the punching check are available in the “Assumptions \ Reinforced Concrete
Design \ Calculation assumptions” menu, on a new tab, “Punching verification”:

The different options are:
 [1] => Possibility to take into account the longitudinal reinforcement when calculating the resistant shear
stress vRd , c . It corresponds to the term ρ L in the following formula:

⎧C k (100 ρ L f ck )1 / 3
vRd ,c = max ⎨ Rd ,c
⎩vmin



[2] => when the verification vEd ≤ vRd ,c is not satisfied, there are two possible scenarios:
o
o



If the “Calculation of punching reinforcement” option is disabled, the software will display an
error message and the user can decide to increase the concrete material quality, the
dimensions, the longitudinal reinforcements, etc.
If the same option is enabled, Advance Design will automatically calculate the requested
punching reinforcement area.

[3] => This parameter is the inclination angle of the punching reinforcement bars, named as α in the
following formula:

Asw (vEd , agissant − 0.75vRd , c ).u1
≥
sr
1.5 sin α . f ywd , ef
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Errors in the console
All the previous checks we described are done at the end of the concrete design sequence. If the verification is
not satisfied, the user gets the corresponding error messages in the console:

Specific reports
Two new specific tables are available in the report generator, on the concrete results chapter:
 A table with the punching verification on each column.
 A table with the calculation of the punching reinforcement.
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EC2: New general method for column design
A new method has been implemented to design the column according to EC2.
This new method is an alternative to the three existing methods:
 Simplified method
 Nominal stiffness method
 Nominal curvature method.

Theory
which satisfies the equilibrium
The philosophy of the method is to determine a strain couple
criteria between the external forces and the internal ones (depending of the reinforcement quantity inside the
column).
The calculated effects must include the 2nd order effects, depending on the bending moments and axial forces
applied on the columns and also the geometrical imperfections “ea” defined as L/400 not smaller than 2cm in
Articles 5.2(7) and 5.2(9) of EN1992-1-1.
Instead of comparing directly the internal forces, means to compare (Mint; Nint) and (Mext + e2*Next; Next), we
compare directly the external and internal eccentricities (eint and eext).
When we find a reinforcement solution which verifies eint > eext , we can stop the calculation => there is no
buckling risks for the corresponding columns.
Without going into too much detail, here are some guidelines to estimate the internal and external eccentricities.
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External eccentricity
The external eccentricity (including the 2nd order effects) is directly linked to the curvature of the column (1/r):



l02 1
eext = e1 + f = e1 + 2
π r

In the above formula, the eccentricity “e1” is the 1st order effect including the additional eccentricity (depending
on the applied concrete design code):



e1 =

M
+ ea
N
eext

l0²/π²
e1
1/r

Internal eccentricity
The internal eccentricity is estimated from the following equilibrium formulas:
x
n
⎧
=
+
N
b
σ
d
ξ
⎪
int
∫0 ξ cξ ∑1 Ajσ sj
⎪
⎨
x
n
⎪M = b σ (v'−ξ )dξ + A σ d = N × e
∑1 j sj j int int
⎪⎩ int ∫0 ξ cξ

Using the Sargin concrete law from §3.1.5 of EN1992-1-1:
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Implementation in Advance Design
We have implemented an iterative process in Advance Design, for each ULS combination:
 The concrete design engine starts from the minimal percentage defined in Article 9.5.2 of EC2, depending
on the axial force:
A s,min =

0,10NEd
≥ 0,002Ac
Fyd



For the defined reinforcement area, Advance Design makes a first iteration using the general method.



If the equilibrium is not satisfied, the software increases or decreases the reinforcement quantity with an
increment defined by the user in the calculation assumptions (default value of the step: 1cm²):



At the end of the process, as for the other methods, the user can access the final reinforcement solution
through the property list and check the corresponding interaction curves:
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American codes
The American codes for concrete and steel design have been released in SP3 of Advance Design 2012.
Advance Design 2013 has many improvements for these design codes, especially on the management of the
imperial units.
The implemented codes are:
 ACI318-08 and ACI318M-08 for concrete design.
 ANSI/AISC 360-05 for the steel design.

Reinforced concrete design – ACI318-08
The new concrete design engine according to ACI318-08 is able to handle the following checks:
 Loads combination
 Material properties
 Tension design
 Simple and composed bending design
 Shear and torsion effects
 Detailed beams check
 Column design
 Plate reinforcement design
 Plate cracks check
Loads combinations



New set of properties for the different loads families:



Updated combinations template according to ASCE/SEI 7-10 and Chapter 9 of ACI318-08.
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Material properties
A new reinforced concrete materials library is available according to ACI318-08:

This new library is available in metric or imperial unit systems.
Concrete member design




ULS bending design according to Chapter 10 – ACI 318-08
New elements property list:
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Specific methods for columns design: simplified method and moment magnification method (§10.10.6 for
non-sway frames and §10.10. for sway frames).



Automatic buckling length calculation:



Reinforcement bars library (metric or imperial unit systems):
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Detailed reports for beam and column design:
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Steel design - ANSI / AISC 360-05
Steel design engine according to ANSI/AISC 360-05 as detailed:
 New libraries for cross sections and materials
 Updated loads combination engine
 Sections classification
 Steel members design

New libraries for cross sections and materials

Loads combination engine
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Combinations from the ASD (Allowable Strength Design) or the LRFD (Load and Resistance Factor
Design) methods

What is new in Advance Design 2013
Sections classification



Section classification according to Table B4.1

Steel Members design



Buckling lengths calculation according to the GA–GB method (Chapter C from Commentary)
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Design of members for tension and compression (Chapter D & Chapter E)



Design of members for flexure (Chapter F)



Design of members for shear (Chapter G)



Design of members for combined forces and torsion (Chapter H)
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Canadian codes
Combinations generation
The combination system to be applied is described in Chapter 4 of NBCC 2010 (National Building Canadian
Code) and in the concrete code A23.3-04, appendix C.
ULS combinations (A23.3-Table C1 & NBCC-Table 4.1.3.2)
Case
ULS1 =
ULS2 =
ULS3 =
ULS4 =
ULS5 =

Load Combinations
Principal Loads
Companion Loads
1.4D
(1.25D or 0.9D) + 1.5L
0.5S or 0.4W
(1.25D or 0.9D) + 1.5S
0.5L or 0.4W
(1.25D or 0.9D) + 1.4W
0.5L or 0.5S
1.0D + 1.0E
0.5L + 0.25S

SLS combinations
Case
SLS1 =
SLS2 =
SLS3 =
SLS4 =

Load Combinations
Principal Loads
Companion Loads
1.0D
1.0D + 1.0L
0.45S or 0.30W
1.0D + 0.9S
0.50L or 0.30W
1.0D + 0.75W
0.50L or 0.45S

Combinations generation
To generate the combinations according to the Canadian codes, the following process must be followed:



First, select the corresponding field in the configuration dialog box:
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Next, set the right parameters in the property list of the load cases and families:



Generate the combinations, either through the simplified template, or through the concomitance
matrix:
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Concrete Canadian codes: A23.3-04
The new concrete design engine according to A23.3-04 is able to handle the following checks:











Loads combination
Material properties
Tension design
Simple and composed bending design
Shear and torsion effects
Detailed beams check
Column design
Plate reinforcement design
Plate cracks check

Material properties
A new reinforced concrete materials library is available according to A23.3-04:

Æ

According to Clause CL8.6.2.2 from A23.3-04, we have defined in the library different concrete materials
with different density which gives different Young moduli. If we take, for example, a concrete Con025, we
will have in the library:
Material Density

Compressive strength

Young modulus

yc

f'c

E

Number
kg/m³

N/m³

kN/m³

Pa

MPa

Pa

MPa

Con025

2400

23536

23.536

2.50E+07

25

2.49E+10

24943.00

Con025(24)

2447.32

24000

24

2.50E+07

25

2.49E+10

24943.00

Con025(24.5)

2498.3

24500

24.5

2.50E+07

25

2.49E+10

24943.00
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Concrete member design



New elements property list:



Specific methods for columns design: simplified method and moment magnification method (CL 10.15.3.1
& Chapter 8 for non-sway frames and sway frames).



Automatic buckling length calculation:
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Reinforcement bars library (metric or imperial unit systems):



Detailed reports for beam and column design
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Steel Canadian codes: S16-09



New libraries for cross sections and materials:



Section classification according to Article 11.1:
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Buckling lengths calculation (Appendix G):



Design of members for tension and compression (§13.2 and 13.3):



Design of members for flexure (§13.5):



Design of members for shear (§13.4):
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Design of members for combined forces and torsion (§13.8 and 13.9):

What is new in Advance Design 2013

Seismic analysis
Envelope of soils properties
Sometime, especially during the draft studies of a project, it can be interesting to do a seismic analysis without
having all the soil characteristics.
To fit with these needs, it is possible in Advance Design 2013 to generate a seismic spectrum considering the
envelope effects of the soil.
Depending on the seismic code (EC8, RPA2003, RPS2011, P100/2006, etc.), the user can set the soil
parameter or just select the “Envelope” option.
If we take, for example, the EC8 spectrum generation, we get the following results:



The user selects “Envelope” in the soil properties field (in the property list of the seismic family):



Advance Design will automatically generate the corresponding envelope spectrum:
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Algeria – RPA 2003
Æ

The latest Algerian seismic rules RPA2003 have been implemented in Advance Design 2013.

Æ

These rules introduce a new seismic map divided into 5 zones.
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Æ

Buildings are divided in 4 priority classes: 1A, 1B, 2 and 3:

Æ

Soil type goes from S1 to S5, with the possibility to define an envelope as described previously:

Æ

Users will specify a quality factor (Q):

Æ

Based on these parameters, Advance Design generates the corresponding seismic spectrum.
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Æ

As in most seismic rules, forces will be affected by a behavior coefficient:

Æ

The seismic assumptions report has been updated according the RPA2003.

Morocco – RPS2011
Æ

In parallel to the new Algerian code, Advance Design 2013 also has the new updated Morocco seismic
code: RPS2000/2011:

Æ

The new RPS2011 rules introduce two sets of maps:



One providing acceleration Ag for each zone (in %g with g = 0.981m/s²).
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The other one providing U (speed) for each zone.

Æ

According to the new RPS2011 rules, buildings are divided in 3 priority classes:





Class I: hospital, fire station.
Class II: school, mall.
Class III: other buildings (office).

The RPS2011 rules also define 5 soil types (S1 to S5):
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The following formula defines the RPS2011 horizontal spectrum based on building class, soil type, damping
coefficient, acceleration zone and speed zone:

R(T ) = I × S × μ × Amax × D(T )

The vertical spectrum is similar to the horizontal one, except it is affected by a 2/3 coefficient.
As in most seismic rules, forces will be affected by a behavior coefficient (K), which depends on building class,
speed parameter (U) and bracing type.

Advance Design 2013 is able to calculate the equivalent lateral force in each direction (shear force at the bottom
of the structure).
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Capacity Design
Æ

In case of a seismic analysis, the capacity design method can be used to ensure overall dissipative and
ductile behavior, and avoid any brittle failure or premature formation of unstable mechanisms.

Æ

The method applies at nodes of the structure and is based on the calculation of capable moments and
shear forces (taking into account the real reinforcement of the section) at each end of the corresponding
linear elements.

Æ

This “capacity design” verification is very important in countries or areas submitted to important seism,
especially on buildings braced by frames:
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Theory
Capable moments on beams and columns
A short summary of the theory: the objective is to compare the capable moments of the columns and the ones
of the beams. Failure modes should never appear on vertical supporting members (columns).
Æ

Advance Design 2013 includes the verification according the EN1998-1-1 (Eurocode 8) and the P1001/2006 (Romanian code).

Æ

A first verification is done on the column: the reduced axial force is limited by the following values,
depending on the ductility class:

Where:

Ductility
class

P100/2006

Reference

EN 1998-1

Reference

DCM

0.55

5.4.4.2.2.(1)

0.65

5.4.3.2.1(3)

DCH

0.4 ÷0.65

5.3.4.2.2.(1)

0.55

5.5.3.2.1(3)

n

Æ

If these limits are exceeded, Advance Design returns an error message asking the user to increase the
reinforced concrete sections.

Æ

The capable bending moments on beams and columns must satisfy the following check (taking into
account all the different possible orientations):

where:

- the capable moment in column
- over strength coefficient

Ductility class

P100/2006

EN 1998-1

H

1.30

1.30

- capable moment of the beams

M

1.20

1.10 (§5.4.2.3(2))

Moments displayed schematically for both actions of the seismic loads +/-
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Design shear force on beams
Æ

The objective is to be sure that the failure mode of the beams will not be according to the shear effect,
which is a brittle failure mode.

Æ

For defining the design shear force associated to plastic capable moments on beams, we start from the
end moments Md,b,i and Md,b,j corresponding to plastic hinge formation for all directions of seism:
(5)
Where:
the capable moment at extremity “i” or “j” with the rotational direction of the moment associated with
the directional action of the seismic action;
the design moments for determining the associated shear force;
over strength coefficient taking into account the steel strain hardening;
sum of capable moments of columns which are intersecting in the node;
sum of capable moments of beams which are intersecting in the node.
Ductility
class
DCM
DCH

Æ

P100/2006
1.0
1.2

References
5.4.3.2.(1)
5.3.3.2.(1)

[beams]
EN 1998-1
1.0
1.2

References
5.4.2.2(3)
5.5.2.1(3)

Then, we calculate the active shear forces:
(6)
(7)
Where:
see relation (5);
the clear length of the beam;
shear force obtained from FEA from the seismic combination;
bending moment from FEA from the seismic combination;
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Design shear force on columns
Æ

The design shear force on columns is calculated depending on the bending moment on beams:

With:

the capable moment at extremity “I” or “j” with the rotational direction of the moment associated
with the directional action of the forces;
over strength coefficient taking into account the steel strain hardening and confinement of the
concrete of the compression zone of the section;
sum of capable moments of columns which are intersecting in the node;
sum of capable moments of beams which are intersecting in the node.
Ductility
class
DCM
DCH

Æ
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[columns]
P100/2006
1.0
1.3 (for base of the
structure)
1.2 (for rest of the levels)

References
5.4.3.3.(1)

EN 1998-1
1.1

References
5.4.2.3(3)

5.3.3.3.(3)

1.3

5.5.2.2(3)

The sign is determined by the orientation of the moments at the end of the element.

What is new in Advance Design 2013
Global process
Æ

The “capacity design” method will be available only if the user has defined “levels” in the model => keeping
this first condition in mind, the columns must be model per level in order for Advance Design to be able to
estimate correctly the bending moments at the two extremities of the element.

Æ

If there is no level detected, and all other conditions are satisfied, Advance Design displays a warning
message in the console: “No levels were detected in order to run Capacity Design Analysis”.

Æ

First, this “capacity design” method is limited to concrete elements. To activate the capacity design method,
the user must enable the corresponding option in the dialog box “Assumptions \ Reinforced concrete
design \ Calculation assumptions”, on the “Calculation sequence” tab.



[1]: option to activate the capacity design method => the verification will be done on all elements with the
corresponding option activated in the property list.
[2]: option to ask Advance Design to make an additional iteration in order to estimate the reinforcement
quantity to put in the columns to pass the capacity design verification.


Æ

The “Capacity Design” algorithm is applied only for the columns or beams on which the user activated the
corresponding option in the property list:
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Æ

The beams over the columns must be placed also in the two local planes of the column.

Top view
Æ

The “Capacity design” method can be applied only after a finite element and concrete design analysis.

Æ

The user runs the finite element calculation.

Æ

In case of nodes where the connected elements have no real reinforcement defined (Beam Design
inactive), Advance Design will not run the capacity design verification for this node.

Æ

At any time, the user can set a different “real reinforcement” solution on beams and columns and restart a
capacity design verification => if the user selects a column and selects “Analyze \ Capacity Design” from
the menu, the algorithm will be applied only on the selected element.

Æ

At the end of the entire process, the results can be accessed either through the CAD or through specific
reports.

Capacity Design – specific reports
In the report generator, there are new tables dedicated to the capacity design analysis:
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Tables giving the FEM bending moments on beams and columns.
Tables giving the capable moments on beams and columns.
Tables giving the shear design forces on beams and columns
A table with the capacity design check on each corresponding node.

What is new in Advance Design 2013

Miscellaneous improvements and corrections
Version 2013 has a set of new functionalities and corrections which have the same objective: provide the best
dedicated tool to the final user.

Compliance with Microsoft Windows 8
The Graitec Advance 2013 suite, including Advance Design 2013, is compliant with Microsoft Windows 8 ®:

New country settings
To make easier the definition of default application parameters depending on the country, we added a new field
in the configuration dialog:

Æ

For each country, the user has the option to define default values for: materials and sections databases,
units, general assumptions, languages, design codes.
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Possibility to mesh objects in the descriptive model
Sometimes, in case of complex geometries, it can be useful to be able to “mesh” a selection of objects in the
descriptive model. This new functionality is available in Advance Design 2013.




First, select the corresponding objects.
Next, activate the function through the “Modify \ CAD \ Mesh on selection“ menu.

For example: manage the intersection of two hollow sections (with variable dimensions) modeled with planar
elements.
These two shapes have been created, for example, with the “extrude” command:
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To mesh the intersection, the user selects the elements and activates the corresponding function => then,
it becomes very easy to manage the intersection by deleting the corresponding elements. The final result is
the following:

New option for the deformed shape display
Æ

A new option has been added in the results setting dialog box (ALT+Z) in order to find out automatically the
best scale for the graphical deformed shape display:
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Export of the meshed model to DO4 files
With Advance Design 2013, it is possible to export the meshed model to a DO4 file:

Corrections
Æ

Correction of a problem to display the deflection ratios on screen in case of a steel design according EC3:
there values were displayed in red even when smaller than 100% (Ref #13758).

Æ

Cosmetic problem with too big working ratios when displayed in the optimization dialog box(Ref #13736).

Æ

Problem when saving the graphical views: the different display parameters were not saved correctly
(Ref #13571).

Æ

The GUI customization was not saved when leaving the software (Ref #13761).

Æ

Corrections of some design properties for materials from Advance Steel (Ref #11876).
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